
Some helpful instructions:

This radio has a lot of capabilities but we are going to limit our use to just
a few of them. I have programmed the radio mainly for use around the
ranch. Make sure you are in the channel mode, you can verify it by the
alpha display verses numbers display, also the Chinglish lady will say
channel mode. Pushing the VFO/MR orange button will cycle between the
two modes. This radio can listen to two channels but only transmit on one
channel. The A/B blue button moves an arrow between top and bottom
channel. So put the arrow on the channel you want to transmit on with the
A/B button. To change channels the up and down arrow buttons are
between menu and exit buttons. As you push the arrow buttons you will
cycle through all the channels I programmed in the radio. The channels
are:

DSRRPR 0 This accesses the DSR repeater
CH1       1  This is GMRS Channel 1 with priority code 6
CH2       2  This is GMRS Channel 2 no priority
CH3       3  This is GMRS Channel 3 no priority
CH4       4  This is GMRS Channel 4 no priority
CH5       5  This is GMRS Channel 5 no priority
CH6       6  This is GMRS Channel 6 no priority
CH7       7  This is a none standard frequency, good for privacy
HAMRPT 8 This is my Amateur Repeater near the ranch but only
                 can be used in an emergency. It has range from
                 Page to Kanab and other hams sometime monitor it.
FRS9      9  This is FRS Channel 9 with priority code 1

Two radios can talk to each other if they are on the same channel. The
DSRRPT covers most of the ranch and all the CH1..CH7, FRS9 work radio to
radio line of sight. Again HAMRPT is only used in an emergency. The
Chinglish manual can help with other functions if your interested but
remember it can get you in a mode you don’t know how to get out of.

Thanks, hope you enjoy the radios.

Bob Becker
bobztoy@gmail.com


